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Should a native mobile application 
or web-based application be used 
for my project? 

The platform will need to support two core components: Virtual Reality/360 Video/

Spatial Audio, and a way of implementing map/location/GPS data 

Native Mobile Application 

There are only 2 significant options that would allow me to build a VR, location based 

application for native mobile applications: Unity and native device programming (iOS/

Swift and Android/APK). However, Unity is the most accessible for myself having had 

prior experience and the support community is much wider with access to a large 

amount of assets and packages that would significantly speed up app development. 

Virtual Reality/360 Video/Spatial Audio 

Unity has built support for VR, specifically 360 Media too, with a built in video plater for 

drag-and-drop import of video, UI and CGI objects (buttons, menus, text, widgets and 

overlays), particle effects and animations and also behavioural logic. It has support for 

ambisonic audio and full sphere surround sound. 

Building for mobile devices uses Unity’s XR Tech Stack so will be compatible with both 

iOS and Android devices 
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Map/location/GPS data 

Unity supports using on-device location data and can request location data natively. This 

is declared using LocationService.Start. 

Google Maps Platform 

Google Maps API and SDK for Unity are being discontinued: 

‘Google Maps Platform gaming services is deprecated as of October 18, 
2021. Current users will have continued access until December 31, 

2022. During this time, we will continue to provide support and fixes to 

major bugs and outages.’ 

Google has provided a ‘Gaming Services Transition Guide’ which provides information 

on how the APIs were implemented, but these are no longer as accessible and easy to 

implement at an intermediate level of understanding, so will not be an option in the 

timescale of this project. 
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Bing Maps SDK 

Bing Maps SDK for Unity is functional, but only on Windows, which would not 

work for me. Plus, it’s Bing… 

Mapbox 

The new Google Maps Platform for Unity (and native iOS/Android/Web). It is used by 

Snapchat and Strava. It uses street data and satellite imagery. It also supports 3D 

buildings and can use ‘live location to inform aspects of gameplay1. The 
documentation is really useful for looking at examples of location based games: 

- Create a map in Unity 

- Location-based game 

Mapbox Studio allows the complete customisation of the map itself including camera 

angles and 3D features. Location markers, triggers, game objects, etc. can be placed on 

the map (meaning the triggering of 360 video content). 

Web-based application 

Virtual Reality/360 Video/Spatial Audio 

WebXR 

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/

WebXR_Device_API/Spatial_tracking 

A-Frame 

https://aframe.io/ 

 1 https://www.mapbox.com/unity

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/maps/mixed-reality
https://docs.mapbox.com/unity/maps/guides/
Create%20a%20map%20in%20Unity%0A
https://docs.mapbox.com/unity/maps/examples/location-based-game/
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/WebXR_Device_API/Spatial_tracking
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/WebXR_Device_API/Spatial_tracking
https://aframe.io/
https://www.mapbox.com/unity
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Google VR 

https://developers.google.com/vr/discover/360-degree-media 

Map/location/GPS data 

Google Maps Platform 

Unlike Unity, Google Maps Platform is completely compatible and function, and in fact 

thriving, on the web. It uses a JavaScript API to embed into the web app. Similar to 

Mapbox, is has a customer called Cloud Console that allows the style of the map to be 

created. This has the advantage of Street View compatibility too, with access to distance 

data, directions, and ‘places’ data, including geocoding, where you can convert address 

to geographic coordinates (or the reverse) and geolocation, which doesn’t use GPS but 

instead mobile phone towers. 

Mapbox 

All the features of the native mobile Mapbox plus a Javascript Library that allows 3D 
maps with custom camera animations. Can add video on top of base maps. Icons, 

patterns, labels can be added to the map as well as current user location. It can be fully 

interactive, and can even add sky, fog and sun positions. It is free for the first 50,000 

map loads per month (should be plenty…) 

Radar 

Geofencing and place detection. iOS, Android and Javascript of the web. Geofences 

(region detection) can be configured and integrated using a web SDK. Will allow events 

to be triggered (content playback) when the user enters a geographically ring fenced 

location. 

Ultimately, the argument of which would be better suited becomes irrelevant when one 

of those options might only be the most feasible option in the time and skillset I 

currently have. WebXR and its associated frameworks are still very new. Experienced 

https://developers.google.com/vr/discover/360-degree-media
https://docs.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl-js/example/video-on-a-map/
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developers around the world are still learning these technologies. I have a decent 

knowledge of HTML, an understanding of the basics of CSS and I have explored 

Javascript. 


